is seeking Designers

Envision
Dream - Sketch - Inspire
The engineering masters at DEMCON can make anything
imaginable, but we need you to imagine. We need you to
put the dreams of our clients into a vision of what is possible. Your product sketches or UX visions set tangible goals
for further development and inspire those around you.

Create

Put your money where your mouth is.
Turn your vision into reality. Your absolute mastery of Solidworks or UX/UI prototyping software allows you to test your
dreams with reality and that experience in turn allows you to
envision creatable concepts. Your need to hold, touch, interact
and experience leads to an insatiable drive to continuously
create virtual or real prototypes.

Interact

The user is your drive.

From the very beginning you want to test your creations with
users in order to receive the criticism needed to push your designs to perfection. You want to work with your colleagues at
DEMCON to create meaningful products. Cars already exist coffee machines don’t need a new color - you want to shape the
future with robotics and advanced surgical tools and new unique
interactions driven by cutting edge technology.

Collaborate
Advanced products require advanced teams.
Mechatronic system engineers, electronics engineers, software engineers,
mechanical engineers, quality engineers and your colleague industrial designers are all needed to create great products. At DEMCON we have them
all under one roof. There is no hiding in your design studio, you have to
take ownership of your designs, but also get to defend them through all
levels of development. You can influence from the very start and your reach
extends far beyond any typical industrial design agency.

WORK
Join our Industrial Design team and shape the future.
Go to our website to see the vacancies.

www.werken bijdemcon.nl
www.careers at demcon.com

